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Who We Are
We are a Team of Business
Financing Advisors
National Business Capital’s team of business financing advisors are the first of their kind. With
unmatched expertise and professionalism, NBC’s business financing advisors are dedicated to
providing fast, simple and competitive business financing, with an empathetic approach.
With connections to National Business Capital’s exclusive global marketplace of over 75
lenders, the business financing advisors at NBC work close with their clients to find the perfect
financing options to overcome any business challenge, and seize every opportunity for growth.
With cutting-edge technology, NBC provides a simple, fast and transparent funding process.
By expediting the process down to hours, the NBC is dedicated to eliminating time and stress
from business financing, and getting entrepreneurs what they need to achieve their dreams.
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Our Vision

Innovating the Way
Entrepreneurs Grow
Adapting to any and all economic changes specific to every industry is essential for every
business in order to overcoming every business challenge, and seizing every opportunity for
growth.
The business financing advisors at NBC are constantly seeking new and creative alternative
financing options for their clients, and utilize cutting-edge technology to innovate the way
entrepreneurs grow.
With years of experience in securing financing for businesses of all kinds, the financing
advisors at NBC know what it takes to help their clients adapt to economic changes specific to
virtually every industry.
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What We Do
More than Just Business Financing
Every business owner knows that time is money.
Between shopping from lender to lender, completing mountains of complex paperwork
requirements, and waiting out lengthy processing periods, securing business financing often
winds up hindering business owners rather than helping.
Fortunately, National Business Capital’s team of financing advisors offers services that do all
the work for their clients, and saving countless amounts of time and money in the process.
These services include:
● Shopping for the Right Lender: Let NBC’s business financing advisors do the legwork for
you. Business financing advisors work with NBC’s global marketplace of over 75 lenders to find
financing options with terms and underwriting that perfectly match the needs of their individual
clients.
● Simplifying Paperwork: With services that simplify and perfectly prepare all necessary
documents, the business financing advisors at NBC take all the frustration out of paperwork.
● Expedited Processing: National Business Capital’s business financing advisors are proud to
provide the fastest and easiest funding process available for each and every client they serve.
With expedited and simplified processing, clients are able to access funds in as little as 24 hours.
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Core Values
Commitment
Team of financing advisors at NBC are committed to building the global economy, one business
at a time. Over a billion businesses around the world have secured financing through NBC, all of
which contribute to an approval rating of over 90%.

Empathy & Respect
Clients who contact NBC are greeted by a team of professional representatives, passionate on
call 24/7 to answer any questions, address any and all concerns, and guide their clients through
the funding process every step of the way.

Innovation
With new products and services unavailable anywhere else, NBC’s business financing advisors
are helping businesses around the world adapt to any and all changes specific to their industry,
and grow and expand their businesses in ways never before possible.

Human Intelligence Over
Artiﬁcial Intelligence
National Business Capital is the only alternative financing agency that believes in human
intelligence over artificial intelligence. The financing advisors at NBC believe that human
understanding and compassion is crucial when financing the dreams of their clients.
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Leadership
Far from ordinary customer service providers, each member must prove themselves an expert in
alternative business finance. To become a business financing advisor, each member must receive
over 150 hours of training to show expertise involving:
● Alternative Business Financing Guidelines
● Service & Product Knowledge
● Customer Relationship Building:
● Cutting-Edge Technology Utilization
With training conducted by nationwide leaders in alternative lending, National Business Capital
ensures a fast, efficient, and professional experience for every business owner who contacts their
team business financing advisors.

Business Financing Should be FUN!
You started your business out of a passion for what you do. National Business Capital’s goal is
to take the work out of financing your dreams, so you can get back to doing what you love, and
achieve every goal for your business you can dream of.

WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU 24/7/365.
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